ACCESS YOUR DOCUMENTS,
ANYWHERE, ANYTIME

LIBREX, THE BENEFITS:

Librex is the solution for fast and easy access to your documents.
Reliable data is essential for the success of your business. This
information is stored on documents of various types. Without a
document management system, many organizations struggle with
manual processes; productivity is low and performance is inadequate.
Because of these labor-intensive, error-prone processes, you lose
valuable information and this affects your earnings.

• Fast access to your documents

Librex provides capture tools for multiple sources. This allows your
organization to ensure all the important documents are captured
using a common process. You can index these documents, no
matter what their source is, using state-of-the-art extraction tools.
Manual data entry is fluid and you don’t have to train your personnel
on different systems. This means simplicity and productivity for
your business.

• Increase your documents legal value

• Fast return on your investment
• Increase your productivity
• Capture all your documents
from multiple sources
• Manage and control document
capture processes

• Reduce manual data entry by using
a complete set of automation tools
• Distribute your documents to
your own systems as needed

You have a first-class organization that needs a first-class document
management system. Librex is the solution.
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LIBREX SEAMLESSLY CAPTURES ALL YOUR DOCUMENTS, NO MATTER THE SOURCE, FORMAT OR LOCATION
PAPER SCANNING

VIRTUAL PRINTERS

Simple and complete image processing features
such as despeckle, deskew, repositioning, autocontrast, barcode, OCR and more make Librex a
complete enterprise document scanning solution.
Our Twain interface allows Librex to be used with
most scanners from major vendors.

Extremely fast and accurate Librex virtual
printers will provide automatic document capture
of all documents and reports generated by your
ERP software or any other document printing
source.

FAX RECEPTION

ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTS

Using a dedicated server, fax reception has never
been easier. Librex will let you manage your fax
reception. Select the documents that are relevant
and, with a single click, send them to Librex for
processing.

With the capacity to manually import electronic
documents, Librex provides you with a single
solution for indexing your documents. After
importing documents, they become viewable (for
native Librex formats) and you can index them as
you would for scanned documents.

AUTOMATIC IMPORTATION

OFFICE DOCUMENTS AND EMAILS

When the volume of documents makes manual
indexing impossible, Librex automatic document
importation capability comes to the rescue. This
module will let you automatically extract data.

Librex lets you capture all your MS Office
documents —including Outlook emails— with
the simple click of a mouse. Librex installs an
add-in to your Office software allowing you to
easily capture all MS Office documents.

SEARCH TOOLS
Fast access to your documents with
simple or advanced search

ANNOTATIONS AND STAMPS

Add annotations, stamps and signatures
to your documents

WORKFLOW

ACCESS CONTROL

Create transmission and validation
processes for your documents

Control access to your documents
and audit their lifecycle

FAST ACCESS TO YOUR DOCUMENTS

SCANN ING AND INDEXI NG

WEB SERVICES
Librex also offers you web services that allow you
to add content and easily communicate with your
external systems. This additional functionality gives
you a complete set of document capture methods,
would your document be paper or electronic.

LIBREX INDEXING AND PROCESSING

SMART CONNECTORS FOR VARIOUS SYSTEMS

With Librex, manual data entry is fluid and indexing your documents is easy
and reliable. You are able to automatically extract or process data using state
of the art technologies.

Librex is a complete solution that can be easily adapted to most applications such as SharePoint,
Alfresco, Docuthèque, IntelliGID, SyGED, Ultima, Clara, Coba, your own folder structure or any other system.

• OCR/OMR
• Barcode reader
• Data validation rules

• Java advanced scripts
• Validation with external system
• Capture workflow

A few characteristics of our Smart Connectors:
• Automatic creation of content hierarchy and creation rules
• Automatic distribution of metadata at the desired level in the hierarchy
• Naming rules for content / Versioning options
• Conversion to PDF/A or other types
• Conservation of historical data for a better legal value
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